
EVENTS IN THE MONTH OF OCTOBER BY ARTHANEETI- ECONOMICS SOCIETY 

 

 

 

1. KNOWLEDGE SHARING SESSION - 3RD OCTOBER 2020 

A Knowledge sharing session was organized on 3rd October 2020 discussing a set of articles 

from the FINANCIAL EXPRESS EDITORIAL SECTION. One of the articles which was 

discussed was ‘The shape of Economic recovery’ which introduced us to the new concept of a 

NIKE shaped path of recovery i.e. the dip portion will be deep and that recovery will be slow 

paced. Others were ‘Powering forward with privatisation’ throwing light upon how privatisation 

can be beneficial in sectors like power and water supply thereby serving the public interest, 

‘Vote for prevention’ which basically connected the COVID situation with the Bihar Election. 

The session continued with discussing the fate of Indian startup post COVID where we saw 

everyone putting forward their thoughts and conclusion that could be made was that since 

startups have a technology element associated with them, this pandemic may have caused a 

problem in the initial days but afterwards it was easy for them to deal with this. Many startups 

even diversified in this pandemic making the best of the opportunity in front of them.The session 

continued for 1.5 hours with active participation by all the students. 

 

2. PAPER PRESENTATION SESSION -  15TH  OCTOBER 2020 

 On October 14, 2020, Gopika Venugopal, Medhawi Rajgaria, Astha Mukherjee and Mahak 

Kohli, second year Economics students of Maitreyi College, presented their paper titled ` 

Economics of Food During a Pandemic’ to the Economics Department for which they won the 

third position at Summer Research Internship Paper Presentation under Centre for Research, 

Maitreyi College. The presentation had 70 students from the Economics Department in the 

audience.  

Section One of the presentation discussed the changes in demand and supply of food items. 

Under section two, using a scatter plot analysis, income elasticity of demand of different food 

groups for different income groups. Section Three was about analyzing the variations and 

possible reasons for change in consumption levels of a food item in a particular income group. 

This session further motivated all other students to take up research opportunities and explore 

new fields.  

 



 
 

 

 
 

3. LET'S TALK RESEARCH - 17THOCTOBER 2020 

Let's Talk Research, a session to enhance research skills, was conducted by Dr. Namita Rajput 

on October 17, 2020. Conducted via Google Meet, the session was attended by 100 students. Dr. 

Rajput has been a former principal of Sri Aurobindo College and has profound experience in the 

field of research. Dr Rajput explained the correct structure of a research paper- Abstract, 



Introduction, Literature review, Data and Methodology, Analysis and Implication of study. 

Review of existing literature, working on a particular project in groups, having a mentor, 

exploring research gaps were explained in detail for the better understanding of students. Steps 

on how to write a research paper and how important it is for students to get their papers checked 

by softwares such as turnitin to avoid plagiarism were emphasized upon by the speaker. The 

event was one of the most informative sessions for all the attendees. 

4. KNOWLEDGE SHARING SESSION - 21ST OCTOBER 2020 

This time the  knowledge sharing session was based on two podcasts namely ‘Why are there so 

few women in economics?’ and ‘The economics of enough’. In the first podcast , the speaker did 

a research about why there are so few women economists and the three possible reasons for so 

few numbers could be (a) Preferences (b) Ability (c) Constraints. But in academic economics it 

is usually how many papers you churn out and how good the journal is where you are publishing 

matters. When women co-authored papers with men they didn't see the same chance of success 



as men, which is why we don't see more women in high profile economics jobs rather there are 

men. The second podcast, the speaker talked about how even buying a thing like cigarettes or 

when someone buys a bag after his/her being stolen is adding up to the GDP of the country. So is 

GDP really a good measure to measure the progress of a nation. Among the few  suggestions put 

forward as to what indicators should be taken into account to form the GDP, were GNP(Gross 

National Happiness) ,HDI , equality,etc. This session too continued for 1-1.5 hr with the 

audience being fully enthusiastic throughout.  

 

 

  

  

 


